
Mid-year Update: Leadership & Innovation

Presentation to Open Council 
August 16th 2021



Agenda

1. IMH Mission Statement – Achieving Council Priorities & Growing the Tax Base
2. Strategic Direction – Establishing CMH as the Country’s Second Hydrogen Hub
3. CNG Station – Commercializing Underutilized Assets; Creating a New Revenue Stream
4. Land Portfolio Update – Repositioning the City’s Land Portfolio for Prosperity
5. Salesforce – Establishing the City’s First CRM for Land & Economic Development
6. Film Industry – Attracting a New Industry to Medicine Hat
7. Tourism – Update on Tourism Contract
8. COVID Response – Innovative, Award-winning Programs to Assist Citizens & Local 

Businesses
9. Incentive Update – Overview of Initial Funds Deployed
10.Case Study – Waterfront District Vibrancy Incentive & Aurora Cannabis



IMH will support and grow the local 
economy
Major activities include: 
• Creating a long-term Economic Development 

Strategy
• Playing a leadership role in growing the regional 

economy
• Marketing Medicine Hat to attract new 

investment acting as a direct point of contact for 
business owners looking to grow their business

• De-risking, developing, marketing and selling 
City-owned land
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Invest Medicine Hat (IMH)
Mission & Key Activities



Council Priorities and IMH Action

Priority Description IMH Response

KR 1.1
Reduce the City’s reliance on annual energy dividend subsidies to the municipal operating budget by a further target of $12 million during the 2019-
2022 budget term IMH Budget reduction of >30%

KR 1.3 Where more efficient or effective, explore alternative models for delivery of internal and external City services RFP Process

KR 1.4 Review reliance of partner agencies and organizations on City funding Renegotiated & substantially reduced partner funding

KR 1.7
Optimize NGPR’s asset portfolio in order to ensure that current ARO is completely funded either by dedicated reserves or projected surplus cash Helping lead an innovative solution with news expected this 

fall

KR 2.1 Update and implement a coordinated framework for economic development to define the roles and responsibilities of all stakeholders
Regional leadership in cluster development beginning with 
hydrogen hub

KR 2.2 Implement systematic approaches to be “investment-ready” and “open for business” including more effective internal City Processes and practices SalesForce implementation & repositioning land portfolio

KR 2.3 Land bank and assemble properties to facilitate private sector redevelopment within prioritized areas, specifically downtown and the river valley Established Waterfront District & repositioning land portfolio

KR 2.4
Seek to sell land not part of the City’s land development strategy nor required for municipal purposes, with a focus on intensification and private 
development

Repositioning land portfolio from residential to commercial / 
industrial

KR 2.5 Develop portions of Airport Commercial, Brier Run Commercial & Industrial and NW Industrial
Several initiatives underway including NW Area Structure 
Plan

KR 2.7 Evaluate and recommend solutions to expand campground capacity Echodale Development Plan

KR 2.8
Conduct a high-level viability assessment of a river footbridge connecting Strathcona and Police Point Parks to increase trail connectivity within the 
City’s trail system Established Waterfront District

KR 3.2
Following completion of the MDP, update Offsite Levy Bylaw and incentive program to facilitate strategic investment attraction to areas identified 
for development Helped form the City's first Development Incentives Policy

KR 3.3
Implement policy, incentive programs, and operational plans prioritizing development opportunities that maximize use of existing infrastructure and 
support intensification

Created Incentives Program including Infill & Brownfield 
Incentives

KR 4.3
Prioritize mature neighbourhoods including Downtown by supporting renewed investment, infill development, and a variety of housing and 
commercial options

Incentives focused on Waterfront District, Infill & Brownfield 
development

KR 5.1 Develop plan for development of the downtown river corridor, specifically from City Hall to Athletic Field Established Waterfront District & related incentives

KR 5.3
Develop future state plan for Echo Dale Regional Park to guide lifecycle renewal investment.  Identify and develop a plan for future development 
opportunities Echodale Development Plan
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Medicine Hat Petrochemical Cluster Development

• Medicine Hat is identified by the province as one of five 
clusters in the petrochemical industry

• Home to an established petrochemical cluster home 
world-scale plants including CF Industries, Methanex and 
Cancarb

• Rail access to export markets via CP Rail
• Centralized, city-owned electric utility, land development, 

water and sewer to support industry development
• Actively seeking downstream investment opportunities 

with emphasis on development potential of methane-
based petrochemicals capacity



Establishing 
Canada’s 
Second 
Hydrogen HUB

• The City of Medicine Hat made the 
transformative announcement 
today that we are leading the 
formation of the country’s second 
hydrogen hub

• IMH followed the path established 
by Edmonton and surrounding 
region who created the country’s 
first hydrogen hub and have been 
enjoying tremendous success in 
the form of multi-billion dollar 
investments

• IMH has led the effort to 
coordinate all levels of 
government as well as public and 
private companies to establish the 
‘Southeast Alberta Hydrogen HUB’
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Establishing CMH as the Country’s Second HUB
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What does this mean for Medicine Hat?

• IMH is leading the Southeast Alberta region to transform our 
economy, create jobs and substantially reduce our carbon footprint

• Federal and Provincial Governments have earmarked billions of 
dollars to support hydrogen production and related Carbon Capture 
Utilization and Storage (CCUS) technology

• As the second hydrogen hub established in Canada, Medicine Hat is 
extremely well positioned to take advantage of federal and provincial 
programs and be at the leading edge of the global hydrogen revolution

• Given the City owns natural gas fired electricity generation, the proposed 
escalation of carbon taxes in Canada will have a severe negative impact on 
utility bills and the ability to attract business unless bold action is taken

• Hydrogen can be blended into the City’s gas stream to substantially reduce 
the impact of carbon taxes on our economy and related CCUS technology 
can create a new revenue stream for the City

• Given the amount of renewable development in Southeast Alberta, we 
believe our hub has an advantage for green hydrogen production
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What does this mean for Medicine Hat?

• IMH has been an early adopter of the plan established by Edmonton in 
creating the country’s first hydrogen hub by engaging the Transition 
Accelerator from the University of Calgary which led the effort to 
establish Edmonton’s hub

• Since Edmonton established itself as the first hub in Canada, 
they’ve experienced a flourish of economic activity and 
announcements:

1. 'The race is on': Launch of Edmonton region hydrogen hub 
announced with $2 million funding - link

2. Suncor and ATCO partner on a potential world-scale clean 
hydrogen project in Alberta – link

3. Ottawa invests in Alberta hydrogen fueling station for trucks – link
4. Federal, provincial and municipal governments announce they’re 

working closely with Air Products Canada Ltd. to jointly pursue a 
transformative $1.3 billion net-zero hydrogen production 
investment - link 

5. Shell Proposes Large-scale CCS Facility in Alberta – link
6. ATCO Project Blends Hydrogen with Natural Gas to Reduce 

Emissions - link

https://transitionaccelerator.ca/
https://erh2.ca/news-and-events/
https://edmontonjournal.com/news/politics/the-race-is-on-launch-of-edmonton-region-hydrogen-hub-announced-with-2-million-funding
https://www.suncor.com/en-ca/newsroom/news-releases/2226977
https://www.trucknews.com/technology/ottawa-invests-in-alberta-hydrogen-fueling-station-for-trucks/1003151524/
https://www.canada.ca/en/innovation-science-economic-development/news/2021/06/government-collaboration-supporting-the-future-of-albertas-clean-hydrogen-sector.html
https://www.shell.ca/en_ca/media/news-and-media-releases/news-releases-2021/shell-proposes-large-scale-ccs-facility-in-alberta.html
https://eralberta.ca/story/atco-project-blends-hydrogen-with-natural-gas-to-reduce-emissions/


Creating a New Revenue Stream: 
Commercializing CNG

• IMH has worked closely with the City’s Fleet Department to increase utilization for the City-
owned Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) station

• IMH established a link between the newly established hydrogen hub and creating a new 
revenue stream for the City’s CNG station

• Innovative solution utilizes one of the hydrogen hub participants to substantially 
decrease operating costs for the station while creating a new revenue stream for the City in 
the form of carbon credits and third party gas sales

• Federal Government is expected to enact its Clean Fuel Standard (CFS) legislation in 2022
• CFS will provide carbon credits to the owners of infrastructure such as a CNG station which 

enable switching from diesel to CNG, Renewable Natural Gas (RNG) and hydrogen as 
transportation fuels

• An initial credit is created by switching from diesel to CNG, the value of that credit escalates 
as the switch is made to RNG and again to hydrogen

• Service provider and their technology are agnostic between CNG, RNH & hydrogen which 
provides the City with ultimate flexibility in growing a substantial new revenue stream
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Repositioning the City’s Development Land 
Portfolio

• A year ago CMH had approximately 200 residential lots; today 71 worth $8.9 million

• The City of Medicine Hat had limited commercial development land inventory and no 
industrial development land inventory
IMH Responds:

• Airport Lands (Ready for Marketing with concept plans being developed for the East 
Node and existing airside lots)

• Northwest Industrial District (Area Structure Plan Q1 2022 and Functional Servicing 
Report Q2/Q3 2022

• Infill Lots – Review land assets held and understand/ solve development constraints

• Strategic decision to reposition land development strategy to align with economic 
development strategy; align with the IMH goals (tax assessment growth)

• Residential Development does not increase the tax assessment base to the same degree as 
Non-Residential Development (Demand Pull vs. Supply Push strategy)

• Direct land development profits are less comparatively (returns are less in Medicine Hat in the 
non-residential development land market)



Waterfront District and 
Downtown Revitalization
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Council Strategic Priorities – Economic Vitality and Community Safety & 
Vibrancy

The Waterfront and downtown revitalization success will be defined by the 
district becoming a destination for tourism and residential living.

In the process of creating the Visionary Plan for the Waterfront 
Development District: 

• Includes the theme of the district
• Collaborative reviews with internal departments

Public Engagement Critical component – some assessments and review 
required to enable a fulsome conversation.

Knowledge that this is the starting point for a generational development 
buildout that will evolve over time.

Stimulus Projects now underway - Towne Square and Athletic Park 
Enhancements!



Salesforce: Using Technology to Create Efficiencies

• Significant strategic thought into the Salesforce platform and customization
• Administrative functions are now complete with a click of a button
• Meant to streamline internal processes using workflows and automation to cut down on time

and internal emails
• Time stamped entries to create a clear audit trail
• Land and real estate portfolio management
• Provides immediate access to critical information to enable timely decisions
• Creates efficiencies, saving both time and money
• Digitized land portfolio database
• Economic Development leads and opportunities, tracking and management
• Incentives – tracking and reporting, external user portals



SalesForce: Using Technology to Create 
Efficiencies



Salesforce: Testimonial

"I've been supporting our western Canada public sector business for almost 4 years now at Salesforce 
and in that time I hadn't seen the speed at the municipal level like I had with your team. It seemed like 
one day you were just getting started and the next you were rolling out an end to end grants 
management platform! 

The platform gives our clients the ability to innovate and move quickly and your group has taken full 
advantage of that. You've put your customer at the centre and delivered on what they were looking 
for at lightning speed. It's really inspiring to see what a small (but mighty) municipality can do when 
they have the right team and mentality in place. Your story is one that I proudly love to tell 
other municipalities and provinces and is something I like to boast about to my colleagues across the 
country as well. A big congratulations to the entire team on a job well done. We are excited to see 
where you else you can take the platform."

Jordan McDonald
Western Canada Public Sector
Account Executive | salesforce.com



• In January 2020, Alberta’s Film and Television Tax Credit replaced the 
previous Screen-based Production Grant, making Alberta more 
competitive with B.C. and Ontario to attract major productions

• In early August, Premier Jason Kenney announced the Alberta Film and 
Television Tax Credit has resulted in $1-billion of new production since 
January 2020

• Productions filmed in Medicine Hat since January 2020 include: 
Crowsnest Film three-part commercial series for connectFirst Credit 
Union and episodes of RedEarth Uncovered, a youth documentary 
series to air on APTN

• IMH is actively promoting the City of Medicine Hat as an ideal film 
location

• Link to / show Film Industry Lure Brochure
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Film Industry:
Developing a new
Industry for CMH

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5f106838a5457c5bceda235a/t/60c3c047148cae02491e183d/1623441482483/IMH-Film_Sector_Profile.pdf


COVID: Award Winning Response & Innovation

City of Medicine Hat Business Innovation Grant (MHBIG)
• City Council approved an $8.2 million COVID-19 assistance package, of which, $2 million was to be

reinvested into local businesses
• Over 150 local businesses received funding to digitize their business, create new revenue streams or

purchase PPE to ensure safe operations under COVID guidelines
• Based on preliminary analysis, every $1 spent on MHBIG leveraged an additional $0.50 of private sector 

investment ($2 million becomes $3 million)
• Additionally, given the majority of contracts were executed by local contractors, MHBIG created a local 

economic multiplier effect which supported ~200 jobs in a time of unprecedented economic uncertainty 
(Data Source: IMPLAN)

• MHBIG won a Prestigious Provincial Award for Supporting Local Business: To be announced soon!

"We are grateful the City of Medicine Hat stepped in to provide our local businesses
with a great program to build a safe, strong economy in our community."

Devon Potvin
Owner, The Silver Buckle



“COVID has caused many uncertainties 
for everyone and those that already 
experience trauma, anxiety and depression 
are faced with a whole new set of 
sensations. 

With MHBIG, I was able to expand my 
practice and purchase a neurofeedback 
machine, a non-invasive tool that provides 
immediate feedback regarding a client’s 
brainwave activity. It is not a cure but a 
method of managing the workings of the 
brain to promote health and wellness. I am 
thrilled to bring this new technology to 
Medicine Hat and to help promote a healthy 
community.”

Stacey Steele
Owner, Stacey Steele Counseling
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MHBIG: Local 
Business Testimonial



COVID: Award Winning Response & Innovation

Shop YXH
• The IMH team, in partnership with AEPX Alberta, Community Futures Entre-Corp, and 

the Chamber of Commerce, lead the ShopHERE and Shop YXH initiatives to digitize our local business community
• This regional collaborative approach was the driver for Shop YXH to secure a $250K investment from the 

Provincial Government
• ShopHERE powered by Google supported 150 regional businesses build an online e-commerce presence
• Shop YXH took these businesses and others and put them onto one, aggregated marketplace that makes 

it easy for consumers to discover and buy local in SE Alberta
• Shop YXH has won two provincial awards of excellence:

1. The Economic Developers of Alberta Annual Awards of Excellence: 
Business Retention and Expansion for medium-sized communities

2. Prestigious Provincial Award for Supporting Local Business: To be announced soon!





Update on 2021 Incentives Program

• Waterfront District Vibrancy Incentive became oversubscribed at the $400k 
level and was increased to $800k by eliminating the 2022 Builders Incentive 
which was designed as a COVID response

• Tax Incentives Amounts (Brownfield & Commercial-Industrial) to be determined 
by scoring matrix and remediation costs on a project by project basis

• IMH will submit recommended changes to the 2022 program based on learnings 
and analysis from the 2021 program

2021 Incentives

Waterfront 
District 
Vibrancy 
Incentive

Waterfront 
District 
Housing 
Incentive

Builders 
Incentive

Infill 
Incentive

Brownfield 
Redevelopment 
Tax Incentive

Commercial –
Industrial 
Development Tax 
Incentive Total

Grant Amount $800,000 $1,500,000 $400,000 $300,000 TBD TBD $3,000,000

Reserved Amount $635,922 $760,000 $200,000 $125,000 TBD TBD $1,720,922

# of Applicants 22 3 20 5 2 0 52



Case Study: 
Waterfront District 
Vibrancy Incentive

• Property owners receiving $800k in incentives will 
spend ~ $2.6 million on construction projects in 
the City’s Waterfront District

• Using IMPLAN to model and analyze a 
Construction Industry Change at the WDVI 
program level, we find total business-to-business 
economic impact of ~$5.6 million, which directly 
and indirectly supports 31 jobs

• From auditing receipts, IMH can confirm the vast 
majority of work is being completed by local 
contractors which creates a local economic 
multiplier effect



Return on Investment: NPV of Increased Taxes

• IMH completes an Net Present Value / Internal Rate of Return (NPV / IRR) 
analysis for each incentive application where the tax department indicates 
there will be an increase to the tax base

• IMH initiated a process with the tax department to work collaboratively on 
tracking tax implications resulting from the Incentives Program

Financial Analysis of Incentives for Ace Hardware

Incentives Applied For Cost CMH Estimate of Pro-forma Tax
Residential $0

Waterfront District Vibrancy Incentive $50,000 Commercial $22,195
Total $22,195

Current (2021) Taxes $18,275

Total $50,000 Estimated Annual Increase $3,920

Discount Rate 6.0%

IRR of Incentives 9.2%
NPV of Incentives $17,241
ROI of Incentives 34.5%



Case Study: 
Aurora Cannabis

• The City’s decision to grant a $6 million incentive for Aurora Cannabis to build 
a world-class greenhouse and production facility has been widely criticized, 
especially given the facility has never been commercialized

• A ‘worst case scenario’ occurred as $6 million in incentives were granted 
without the plant being put into operation or creating the jobs it was expected 
to create

• Critical to analyze what the return to City of Medicine Hat taxpayers looks like 
under this ‘worst case scenario’

• As part of the City’s risk management procedures, we required Aurora to pay 
for its portion of the utility upgrade – that infrastructure is now in place to be 
used by whoever buys the facility to facilitate job and tax base growth

• Under the ‘worst case scenario’, a $6 million incentive has resulted in an 
annual increase to the City’s tax base of ~ $1.27 million (taxes paid on the 
Aurora land prior to development was ~ $130k; current annual taxes for the 
facility are ~ $1.4 million)

• $1.27 million increase to the tax base is the minimum expected increase given 
the facility has never been commercialized – upside could result from a new 
owner commercializing the facility
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Taxpayer Return: Worst Case Scenario

Would you be willing to pay $6 in order to receive $1.27 each year for the foreseeable future?

• Investing $6 now and receiving 
$1.27 per year for the next 30 
years results in an IRR of 22.6% 
and an NPV of ~ $13.3 million 
using an 6% discount rate

• Undiscounted payback period of 
less than 5 years (5 x’s $1.27 = 
$6.35)

For modelling purposes, actual taxes paid were used for 2019 – 2021; $1.4 million was estimated for 2022 onward with 1.5% inflation
IMH has consulted the City’s tax department to ensure all pro-forma tax estimates are reasonable

Incentives Applied For Cost CMH Estimate of Pro-forma Tax

Offsite Levy Assist $5,715,944 Commercial $1,400,000
Municipal Environmental Reserve Subsidy $300,000 Total $1,400,000

Taxes before development $130,000

Total $6,015,944 Estimated Annual Increase $1,270,000

Discount Rate 6.0%

IRR of Incentives 22.6%
NPV of Incentives $13,328,118
ROI of Incentives 233.2%



Taxpayer Return: Upside from Commercialization

What does the return look like if we assume the plant is commercialized by a new owner?

• Annual taxes under full plant 
development and 
commercialization are assumed 
to be $3.3 million

• Investing $6 in 2019, receiving 
$1.27 per year from 2020 – 24 
and receiving $3.17 per year 
from 2025 - 49  results in an 
IRR of 31% and an NPV of ~ 
$32.4 million using an 6% 
discount rate

For modelling purposes, actual taxes paid were used for 2019 – 2021; $1.4 million was estimated for 2022 – 24 and $3.3 million was used 
for 2025 - 49 with 1.5% inflation
IMH has consulted the City’s tax department to ensure all pro-forma tax estimates are reasonable

Incentives Applied For Cost CMH Estimate of Pro-forma Tax
Current $1,400,000

Offsite Levy Assist $5,715,944 Full development $3,300,000
Municipal Environmental Reserve Subsidy $300,000

Taxes before development $130,000

Total $6,015,944 Estimated Annual Increase $1,270,000

Discount Rate 6.0%

IRR of Incentives 30.9%
NPV of Incentives $32,428,955
ROI of Incentives 567.3%
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Aurora: Construction Impact Analysis

• April 2018 economic impact study showed one-time 
construction impact of a $150,000,000 facility:

• $146.2M total gross output
• Total GDP from construction of $62.3M  
• 413 jobs generating $38.4M labour impact

• According to MJBizDaily, a cannabis industry 
publication, Aurora invested $260M into “Aurora 
Sun”
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Aurora Sale

• In March, Aurora Cannabis listed 
the 1.7 million square foot 
“Aurora Sun” with Toronto-based 
Colliers International

• Target closing date on selling 
the facility is Late Q2 / Early 
Q3 2021 according to Colliers

• Link to Solar Fields Complex 
listing 

https://listingsprod.blob.core.windows.net/ourlistings-can/06911f2d-6bfb-4861-a086-6542a012cf39/f14adb49-f7df-4f9b-9fb6-36ff05488c04


Invest Medicine Hat
403-529-8148
invest@medicinehat.ca



Appendix on Hydrogen & Sequestration



Definitions: Green vs. Blue vs. Grey Hydrogen

CO2 Sequestration & Hydrogen
• The two concepts are linked in that CO2 sequestration is required in instances where natural gas or 

another carbon-emitting source is used in the electrolysis process to produce hydrogen – hydrogen 
produced using a carbon-emitting source is called grey hydrogen. Grey hydrogen becomes blue 
hydrogen if carbon capture and sequestration are employed

• Green hydrogen is produced using a renewable energy source (solar or wind) instead of a carbon-
emitting source. The production of green hydrogen doesn’t require carbon capture or sequestration 
as carbon is not a byproduct of the production process

• Although CO2 sequestration can be linked to the production of hydrogen, it doesn’t have to 
be - CO2 sequestration will increasingly be required in the future to meet federal and provincial 
requirements to reduce the carbon footprint of a specific plant or municipality. Some CO2 
sequestration programs will be linked to the production of blue hydrogen whereas others won’t –
rationale for non-hydrogen CO2 sequestration will be driven by the economics of carbon taxes



Hydrogen & CO2 Sequestration: Blue Hydrogen

Hydrogen
Production

CO2
Sequestration

Area of overlap 
between hydrogen 
production and CO2 
sequestration 
represents Blue 
Hydrogen production
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